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Instructions 
You are going to read this story titled A Great Team out loud. This story is about how well Justin and his friend work together (place the reading 
passage in front of the student, face down). Try to read each word. You can use your finger to keep your place. If you come to a word you don’t 
know, I’ll tell it to you. You will read for one minute. Be sure to do your best reading. Do you have any questions? (Turn the passage right side 
up). Put your finger on the first word. Begin. 
 

A Great Team 

 Justin looks down at the card.  “I’ll do the pasting.  You do the cursive.”     13 

 Looking at the gobs of paste, I think “messy.”  If neatness counts, with me the count     29 

hardly gets to one.           33 

 Justin, on the other hand, is very neat about pasting things.      43 

 My handwriting is much better.         48 

 Another example of what a great team we are.  We help each other out.  We also learn     65 

things about the same time, and when one of us learns first, he or she helps the other one out.     85  

When I learned to make the “e” go forward, not backward, I taught Justin.  He helps me with    102 

fractions, which I only half understand.  We both whisper words to each other in reading group    118 

when we need help – a great team.        125 

 Justin keeps pasting.         127 

 I keep writing.         130 

 We “send” one postcard to Justin’s father, who got a new job and has to live alone in    147 

Alabama.  Justin, Danny, and his mother are staying here, in New Jersey, until their house gets    158 

sold.           159 

 That’s taking a long time.        164 

 Secretly, I’m glad.         167 

 Sometimes Justin gets a little sad.        172 

 I’m not glad about that.        177 

 I know how Justin feels about missing his father.  When my parents got a divorce, my   192  

dad moved far away, to another country, so I never get to see him and he hardly ever calls.   211 
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